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This book is for anyone who has been hurt in life and would benefit from a hope-filled daily
companion. Critically acclaimed author Nancy Guthrie offers insightful daily reflections based on
the Word of God to comfort, encourage, and uplift those who are feeling the aches of
life―whether it's because of everyday disappointments or deep losses. Through a year's worth
of thoughtful entries, the reader will learn how much God longs to lift us up, carry us through in
times of difficulty and uncertainty, and give us true, lasting joy. Each daily step draws you closer
to a God who truly cares and the hopeful life he wants you to enjoy.In short:Daily Scripture
readings.Daily reflections for those who are experiencing any pain, disappointment, or
grief.Daily opportunity to “dig deeper” into God's Word.Weekly questions for reflection,
opportunities for further meditation, and directed prayer.

From Publishers WeeklyPeople who are experiencing terrible grief don't want to hear platitudes
from someone who has never walked in their shoes. What sets Guthrie's consolation literature
apart is that she has clearly been through hell and still manages to find joy. Readers may
remember her story, recounted in Time magazine and in her own book, Holding on to Hope. Two
of her three children were born with a deadly rare disease called Zellweger Syndrome, and lived
only about six months each. Processing pain, she explains, is an ongoing daily endeavor, so she
created 52 weeks' worth of daily devotions, organized around themes like brokenheartedness,
faith, and questioning God. Guthrie never runs from hard questions, from the section on heaven
(what are our loved ones doing up there? What will our bodies be like?) to a week on finding
purpose in pain. (Here, Guthrie discusses how she has used her own experiences to minister to
hurting people, and encourages others to do the same as they feel ready.) Where other
devotionals offer tiny and undemanding snippets from Scripture, Guthrie's approach is meatier,
and we see her genuinely wrestling with some of the more difficult passages of the Bible.
Throughout, Guthrie's soul-searching honesty and personal anecdotes make her a perfect
companion in times of deep sorrow.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From the Inside FlapFor information about the author, please
visit www.NancyGuthrie.comFrom the Back CoverDare to hope when life has let you down.In
this life, pain and disappointment are real. Maybe you've been wounded by a family member or
friend. Perhaps you know the pain of losing someone you love or of a difficult medical diagnosis.
Sometimes we need to know there's hope for when life just hurts.Nancy Guthrie knows what it is
like to hurt, sometimes so much that there aren't words to describe the pain. She offers no trite
answers or quick cures. Just remarkable, hopeful insights from the depths of her experiences.
Over the course of the next year, she'd like to be your daily companion in your pursuit of God's
hope.In this book you will find: Daily HOPE-filled devotions to help you grow closer to the Source



of all comfort Opportunities to dig deeper into Scripture Weekly reflection questions and
meditations to help you focus on the Giver of all good things Weekly guided prayers Whether
you're experiencing sharp pain or a throbbing ache that you haul around with you year after year,
day after day, "The One Year Book of Hope" will guide you toward healing, peace, and most of
all, the God of all comfort and hope.About the AuthorNancy Guthrie has had to bury two of her
three children. Nancy has endured the kind of loss most of us hope we never have to face. Yet
her hope has not dimmed, and her easy laugh has not disappeared. Nancy and her husband,
David, and son, Matt, make their home in Nashville, Tennessee, where they attend Christ
Presbyterian Church (Presbyterian Church in America).Read more
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Moriah, “If life is hard, you need this book.. A friend sent me this during a really dark season of
life and it encouraged me and kept me going.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Short and sweet. I have done other Books and one year books by Nancy
Guthrie and have enjoyed all of them, so decided to get this for my yearly devotional. Enjoying
the one year of hope book so far. Each days lessons are short and sweet. One thing to note is
that each week has an intro, 5 days of devotionals (not 7) and then a page of questions. also the
days are not dated. I would prefer 7 days of reading per week format and dates to keep me on
track, but Inloke the content.”

L&J Feldman, “A good book for those in grief. My friend recommended this book to me as I
wanted some kind of devotional, but many felt really hollow and overly sanguine after losing my
son. This book is meant for going through hard times, and trying to find some way forward. It
has focus on Christianity but is not hitting you over the head with scripture. As someone who
believes that God sits with us in our struggles but cannot magically make them disappear, this
book is in line with that. The author lost two young children to a rare genetic disease called
Zellweger syndrome, a story that she shares not to put focus on her, but to let the reader know
she is also walking the path of looking for hope in her life. I am still working my way through it -
it's written in such a way that it can be picked up at any time, but that you can do it over the
course of a year. So far, I find it very relatable, and the sections that I don't, feel free to skip for
now.  I recommend this book to anyone looking for some hope in difficult times.”

Joy Evans, “Strongly recommended. My 24 year old daughter was given this devotional book
while she was fighting cancer. She wouldn't miss a single day as this devotional took her deeper
and deeper into God's Word where she found salve for her soul and the revelation of what true
HOPE really is. As her suffering grew worse, her spirit glowed brighter and brighter, testifying to
the presence of her Heavenly Father. I saw first hand how God's Word was the conduit for His
presence with her. This devotional book was specific to suffering and sorrow and truly ministered
to her. After her body died, I picked up a copy for myself and experienced the comfort and
eternal perspective that God's Word provides. The passages Mrs. Guthrie references and
expostulated were meaty and deep. She side stepped easy platitudes and encouraged asking
the deep questions and digging into the Word for answers. I cannot recommend this devotional
book enough to guide someone, for at least a year, to and through specific scriptures that
directly apply to debilitating sorrow and suffering. I now order these devotional books 10 at a
time, along with another of nancy guthrie's books "Holding On To Hope" which contains her
personal testimony and an excellent study of the book of Jobe. I give these with love and
concern to other moms who have lost children, and the Lord has lead many to my door (I am into
my fourth order as I write this). I strongly recommend The One Year Book of Hope to any and all



who are suffering.”

Kris, “Great for short devotions to help you find your way back to God. I got this book after my
son passed because the author has had a similar experience. Seeing the way she encouraged
you through truths but also being sensitive to the loss really speaks to me. I read a devotion
every morning and she always keeps it on 1 page and then includes a few scriptures. I wasn’t
ready to read the Bible yet so this gave a good mix of both that helped ease me back into that
spiritual journey. If you have read any of her other books this one doesn’t disappoint. Overall I
highly recommend it if you are experiencing grief and even more if you are grieving the loss of a
child.”

Dawn Uranga, “Has helped many people. I purchase this book in multiples and have given out to
many friends/strangers who have lost a child. Many have told me that this book has helped
them through their grief.  I am purchasing 2 more now already have another family to give one to.”

Emma K, “A Real Blessing. I’ve only just got this book today, following a set of difficult
circumstances that have left me feeling exhausted, very down and very defeated. However, on
just flicking through, this book already looks to be so helpful and promising. Nancy writes with
such sensitivity, honesty and respect that I really appreciate the time and effort it took her to
assemble this rare little GEM. After hearing about her own tragedies which prompted her to write
a book like this, I am in no doubt that the author knows what it is to suffer and to be left
wondering where a loving God comes into it all? However, we see that it is clear at times like
these, we need our God more than ever and He is in fact very close to us, during these awful
moments in our lives. This book shows it’s so important to take time out to be with Him and listen
to what He has to say to us personally, in His Word. I see this book as a ‘guide to healing’ that
comes to us conveniently broken up into chapters, covering 52 weeks of the year; with scripture
verses, readings, prayers and the chance to dig deeper into His Word, every day of each new
week. We pause to stop each weekend, to ponder over the week’s message with a short
meditation and prayer.For the price, this book is extremely thorough in content and covers
everything the bible has to say about finding help, comfort, hope and healing, even in the worst
situation or tragedy. I thnk this is one of the best books I’ve seen on the subject of suffering and I
am looking forward to diving in and completing my own personal year of hope, after having felt
so lost and helpless. Thank you, Nancy, for reaching out in your pain and sharing this blessing of
hope with us all. xx :)”

Mum of 4, “Holding On To Hope In My Life. My teenage daughter Leah died in January 2014,
nine months after being diagnosed with a rare blood cancer. I have since bought this book to dip
in and out of and to use during my daily time with God. I've found it very helpful. Nancy Guthrie
has buried two of her three children so she understands about grief and heartache and



unanswered questions, she also has a deep faith. This book has helped me to hold on to hope in
my life. I recently had the privilege of hearing Nancy speak live in Belfast and I was really
blessed. I write more about this here and about about some of Nancy's other books that I've
about: https://victoriawhyte.wordpress.com/2015/10/18/holding-on-to-hope-in-my-life/”

JRamos, “... and decided to give it a go as I liked the structure it had. I bought this book years
ago in the Logos ship and decided to give it a go as I liked the structure it had , one theme per
week , Monday to Friday readings and at the end of each week a set of questions ,meditations
and applications you can work on, it really helped me a lot in a painful time in my life, and even
dealt with issues from my past I didn't know I was still carrying , I even bought a cover for it as it's
one of my "special books" in my shelf and I want it to last forever, I've bought another one to give
as a gift , I wish someone handed my this one way earlier than when I encountered it”

Dr Dave, “superb, kind, pastoral, challenging, healing. I would highly recommend this. When
going through hard times we need wisdom from the Lord to redirect our thinking and ways.”

Jeremy, “Very good book. I would recommend this to Christians who want encouragement that is
solid and Biblical, not wishful thinking. Also to anyone with a child with a disability as that is the
author's situation. She speaks from real experience having learned hard lessons but able to
keep a solid faith in God. Short chapters designed for daily readings make this a very accessible
book. Several of my friends have read it as well as me.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 378 people have provided feedback.
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